
Best-in-class sound that goes wherever you go. 
The JBL Clip is the ultra-light, ultra-rugged, and ultra-powerful portable speaker. This powerful 
little box gives you 5 hours of battery power so you can take the music with you wherever 
you go, plus you can plug it in easily to any portable device using its 3.5mm integrated audio 
cable, but you can play it wirelessly too using its Bluetooth® functionality, streaming your music 
with no strings or cables attached or talking with your friends using its hands-free speakerphone 
function. But where the JBL Clip truly earns its name is its built-in carabiner, letting you 
hook it easily to whatever clothes you’re wearing or backpack you’re shouldering. On-the-go 
listeners, listen up: here’s a portable speaker that keeps pace with whatever pace you set.

Features
 Ready-to-wear audio with integrated 

 carabiner
 Ultra-compact high-performance audio
 Stream music wirelessly via Bluetooth® 
 Answer calls with built-in microphone
 5-hour rechargeable battery life
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Ready-to-wear audio with integrated carabiner
With a rugged carabiner designed to hook onto your clothes, your backpack, or messenger 
bag, the JBL Clip keeps on-the-go pace with however fast you’re going. The rugged make of 
the Clip also lends itself to resisting wear-and-tear while moving quickly: the portable speaker’s 
protected by durable material with double injection housing that allows it to land safely and softly 
– even when it gets tossed into your backpack a little too roughly.

Ultra-compact high-performance audio
The JBL Clip is small in stature but big in sound. With high performance compact driver the Clip 
can deliver your music as loud and clear as you needed, wherever you take it.

Stream Bluetooth® music and calls wirelessly and accurately
Stream your music or make a phone call – wirelessly – with the Clips built-in Bluetooth®. 
It’s easy to set up and you can stream wirelessly from any tablet or smartphone.

5-hour rechargeable battery life
The Clip’s rechargeable wireless battery lets you play it strong for 5 hours straight – so your 
music can go as long and as far as you do.

What’s in the box:
1 x JBL Clip

1 x Micro USB Cable for charging

1 x Safety sheet

1 x Quick-start Guide

Product specifications:
 Support: A2DP V1.2, AVRCP V1.4 

 (iOS® 7 compatible), HFP V1.6, HSP V1.2

 Transducer: 1 x 40mm

 Rated power: 3.2W

 Frequency response: 160Hz – 20kHz

 Signal-to-noise ratio: >80 dB

 Battery type: Lithium-ion polymer 
 (3.7V, 600mAh)

 Battery charge time: 2 hrs @ 0.5A

 Music playing time: up to 5 hours 
 (varies by volume level and audio content)

 Dimensions (H x W x D): 
 107mm x 88mm x 42mm

 Weight: 150g
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